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We investigate the fluctuations of the current, of the voltage across the sample, and of the voltage be
tween probes in a semiconductor with carriers of both signs, when the fluctuations are connected with 
the generation, recombination, and annihilation of random electron-hole pairs on the (ohmic) contacts. 
We consider the influence of the dimension of the crystal and of the intensity of the external field on 
the magnitude and spectrum of the fluctuations. It is shown that the hypothesis of M. Lax, namely that 
the carrier-density fluctuations at different points are not correlated, is equivalent to the method of 
random currents of L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz. 

THERE is an extensive literature[l-eJ devoted to the 
fluctuations of current and voltage in semiconductors 
with carriers of both signs. We shall show that the 
dimensions of the crystal have a strong influence on the 
magnitude and spectrum of the fluctuations. 

1. EQUIVALENCE OF THE METHODS OF M. LAXl2,?J 
AND OF L. D. LANDAU AND E. M. LIFSHITZ[s,aJ 

We consider a semiconductor crystal of length 2L 
and cross section S with carriers of both signs and con
centrations n+ (with n_ ;(: n .. ), connected in series with a 
resistor Ro. We assume that the generation-recombina
tion processes of the electrons and holes are fully 
correlated, i.e., the corresponding random sources are 
g .. (x, t) = g_(x, t) = g(x, t) and that the carrier lifetimes 
v- 1 are identical. 

Thus, the fluctuations are produced by random 
electron-hole pairs, which are created and annihilated 
simultaneously, recombining or falling on the contact. 
We shall consider quasilinear fluctuations n~ = n~ = n', 

div l-' = div l+' (1) 

(j~ are the densities of the fluctuation currents). 
-We locate the origin at the center of the crystal, and 

assume that the contacts are ohmic: 

n'(-L,t) =n'(L,t) =0. (2) 

The linearized continuity equations in the one-dimen
sional problem in the presence of an external weak field 
Eo are of the form 

(3) 

(4) 

1:1.! and D:!: are the mobilities a!!.d diffusion coefficients of 
the holes and electrons, while j± are the random cur
rents. 

From (1) we get 
. , . , I'(t) 
1+ - 1- = ---;s-' (5) 

I' is the fluctuation current in the crystal and in the ex
ternal circuit. We neglect the displacement current, a 
procedure valid at a frequency w << a = a .. + a- = en .. iJ. + 
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+ en-iJ.-· From (5) we get the fluctuation field 

1 f l' , D D an'] e _ ~ ) E'=-. --evn -e( -- +)-8 +-U--1+, 
aLS X <1 

(6) 

v = (iJ. .. + iJ._)E0 • In calculating the potential difference 

V'= ~ E'ck 

between probes located at points xo ± d, the diffusion 
term drops out, since it is offset by the "contact" 
potential difference connected with the concentration 
difference; this is seen from the fact that when Eo = 0 
V' should have an equilibrium value. Further 

Under condition (2), the solution of (7) is 
I L 

n'(~:,t) = ~ d-r~ d6G(x,6,t--r)U(6,-r), 
-oo -L . 

where G is the Green's function of the operator ajat 
+ A(x) with boundary conditions (2). In the Fourier 
representation 

L 

nw' (x) = ~ d6Gro (x, ;)Uw (6), 
-L 

(8) 

where Gw is the Green's function of the operator -i w 
+ A(x) with zero boundary conditions. Using the proce
dure described, for example, in[BJ, we obtain 

1 { [eP'"- e-PL+P,~j [e pL-p."- rP•'•j for S <'I') 
Gw (£, 'I')) = - - - !; _ 

2D.psh pl. [e- pL-p,"- e-MJ [eP• - evL+P•'J for 6 > 'I'J, 

Va v I Va )a v - ioro _ 
Pl.a=-w-± \ 2D +--D-, p=pi-P2· 

, a a a 

The fluctuation current I'(t) is determined from 
Kirchhoff's law 

E 

~ E'dx+I'Ro= Uo, 
-L 

(9) 

(10) 

Uo is a random source describing the equilibrium flue-
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tuations of the voltage in the load. The random quanti
ties g(x, t), 'J(x, t), and Uo(t) are not correlated with one 
another. According tot3 ' 10l, Uo(t)Uo(t') = 2TRoo(t -t'), 
and the spectral density is 

1 +oo TR 
(Uo2)w=-\ d-rU0 (0)U0 (..:)e-iwT=~-0 0 

2x· x 
-oo 

Analogously, using the expression for entropy genera
tion by current flowt3 J, we have 

~ ( ) 7 I ') 2T<1± ') ( ') ]± x,t J±(x,t =---;zs-6(x-x ll t-t o 

Further, considering the individual generation andre
combination processes as independent, in analogy with 
shot noise, we obtain t4 J 

1 2vn+n- ( ) g(x,t)g(x',t') = ---6(x-x')6(t- t'). 11 
S n++n-

Finally, using eDt = TJ.i. :t, we obtain 

U(x,t)g(x',t')= stn~ )[v6(x-x') -Da o'tl(x-x')] 6(t-t') 
n+ n_ ox2 

S(::~~-) [A(x)+A(x')]6(x-x')6(t-t')o (12) 

We begin with the calculation of the fluctuations of the 
number of pairs in the interval xo ± d. Using (9) and 
(12), we get 

Analogously 

(['')/(I'') = 1+ne2v"(_R_) 2 (ANL2)ro (14) 
"' roo Ta \ R-!-Ro 2LS ' 

(V'2).,/(V'•).,o = 1 + T~d ( 1- R~Ro t( e;y S(:-~ n+) 

L xo+d 

x{( R~Ro)'Re5)~d'I'IG.,(6,'1'1l+Re) ~ dsd'I'1Gco(6,'1'1) 
-L Xo-d 

:ro+d L 

- R!dRo Re x,L d'I'IL~[Gco(6,'1'1J+G-ro('l'l,5)]} · {15) 

1,2) _ T (V'2 ) _ TRd ( 1 _ Rd ) 
( O>O- n(R+Ro)' coo- n R+Ro 

are the spectral densities of the equilibrium fluctuations 
of the current and the voltage, 

Rd = 2d ' R = 2L ' A.Nd2 = 2dS n+n-
,s !JS n+ + n_ 

From (14) and (15) we see that the nonequilibrium 
parts (1'2) w and (V'2) w are connected with (aNi) w and 
(aNd)w; for (V'2)w, this is true only when Ro » R. We 
shall calculate the spectral density (aNd)w, and knowing 

this quantity we can readily estimate (I'~w and (V'2)w. 

It is best to observe the current fluctuations when 
R » Ro, and the voltage fluctuations when Ro » R. 
These are the cases that will be analyzed here. 

M. Laxt2 ' 7 l, proposing that n'(x, t)n'(x', t) ~ o(x -x'), 
has shown that his assumption is equivalent to the choice 

of gg in the form (12). When random sources are intro
duced in the initial equations, a correlator of this type 
is obtained automatically, thus proving directly the 
equivalence of the Lax hypothesis and the method of 
random currents of L. D. Landau and E. M. 
Lifshitzt3 ' 10 l. 

2. CURRENT FLUCTUATIONS 

The lifetime of a fluctuation pair is limited by three 
processes: diffusion towards the contacts (characteris
tic time tn ~ L 2/Da), drift towards the contacts 
(td ~ L/va), and recombination (t 11 = v- 1). If the smallest 
of these times is smaller than the fluctuation period 
1/w, then the noise is white; in the opposite case it de
pends on the frequency. The distance over which the 
fluctuations diffuse within t 11 (i.e., the ambipolar diffu
sion length) is Ln = .ff5;JV, and the distance over which 
it drifts (the ambipolar drift length) is Ln = vafv. 

Let us consider the limiting cases. 
1. Slow drift and long crystal, Ln « Ln « L. The 

fraction of the fluctuating pairs annihilating as the re
sult of diffusion on the contacts after t ~ 1/w is equal to 
L-1v'Dat, and the fraction lost to recombination is vt. If 
w « max (v, Da/L2) = v, then the noise is white. When 
L-1v'Dat >> vt, i.e., when w >> v(L + Ln) 2, the recom
bination is negligible and the noise is due to diffusion 
(the latter idea was advanced in t2 J). If L -1v'Da t 
« vt(w « v(L/Ln) 2), then the diffusion is negligible 
and the noise is determined by recombination. These 
considerations are confirmed by calculation. When 
Ld « Ln « L we have 

_!_1/Da w[l'~-v]'i•-v[~~2 -!-v]'i•}. (1B) 
+ L f 2 (w• + v2)'i• 

If w « 2v(L/Ln) 2, the first term predominates, i.e., 
generation-recombination (GR) noise takes place. 

With this, according to (14), the non-equilibrium part 
of the fluctuations is 

M.,' = (1'2).,-(l'2)roo .=. (J.t++ J.t-)2E02 n_n+ v 
(/'2).,. D_n_+D+n+ n_+n+ w2+,·• • 

The non-equilibrium noise is negligible in a non
intrinsic semiconductor. In an intrinsic semiconductor, 
where there is no ambipolar drift and the condition 
Ld « Ln is automatically satisfied at any field inten
sity, we have 

6!' = eEo2 (J.t+ + J.t-) v 
"' ·2T w2 + v 3 

which can exceed unity. 
If w » 2v (L/Ln) 2 , then the diffusion term predomin

ates and (we have in mind lwl throughout) 

(AN 2) = !J.NL2( ~)'I• 
L "' xL \ 2w3 • 

(17) 

2. Slow drift and short crystal, Ld, L « Ln. The 
fluctuation pair has time to diffuse towards the contacts 
within the time L2/Da much smaller than the time v-\ 
and therefore the noise is due to diffusion. 

At low frequencies w << Da/ L 2 we have 
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which can be large for an intrinsic semiconductor. At 
large frequencies w » Da/L2 formula (17) is valid. In 
items 1 and 2, the field does not influence (.ANi) . 

3. Rapid drift, Ld » Ln. When w » w0 w 
= v~4Da, the drift is negligible (at all values of L). 
This is due to the fact that the fluctuation pair diffuses 
within a time t = 1/w over a distance ..JDJw, which is 
larger than the drift distance va/w, if w » wo. 

When w « wo, expanding (13) in powers of Ln/Ld and 
w/wo, we obtain 

, , !J.NL2 V { Va [ (.11\c)ro=----- 1+ (w2 -v2) 
n w'+v' 2Lv(w'+v2 ) 

-exp{- 2~v (1+-D~')}( (w2 -v2)cos 2w£+2wvsin 2wL).J1f. 
Z.:a , Va 'V \ Va Va 

(19) 
It is necessary to distinguish between the case L >> Ld, 
when the noise is of the generation-recombination type 
(since the fluctuation does not have time to reach the 
contact), the case 

(20) 

when it is possible to neglect recombination in such a 
short crystal and the diffusion in the case of (20) pre
dominates over the drift and the noise is of the diffusion 
type, and the case Ld » L » LD/Ld. 

4. The case Ld » L » Lb/Ld. In this case there 
are four characteristic frequencies 

Va, 1/ Va3 Va2 

v, Ul! = 2L ' Wz = V 2DaL H Wo = 4Da ; 

\' <; Wt <: wz<: Wo. 

Expanding (19) in powers of L/Ld and w/w1, we obtain 

which is much larger than unity. 
In this case the noise is white, which is understanda

ble, since the fluctuation has time to vanish on the con
tacts after L/va « w-1. When W1 « w « wa, accurate 
to terms of order L/Ld and wdw, we get from (19) 

(21) 

When w is not too close to 21rnw1 (n = 1, 2, ... nmax 
« -./vaL/27r2Da), the unity term can be neglected. 
(.t.Ni.)w oscillates, and its value changes by a larger 
amount (Ld/L » 1) in the interval 1TW1, experiencing at 
the same time many oscillations. The noise is modula
ted like ~ 1/w2 • The amplitude of the noise, 
:::::: .ANi.v/7rLw2 , is smaller by a factor (Lw/va)2 than 
when w « w1, but is larger by (w2 /w)2 than the equili
brium value. Finally, when wa « w « wo the addition 
to the equilibrium noise is small (oi;., < 1) 

3. FLUCTUATIONS OF VOLTAGE BETWEEN PROBES 

The fluctuations of the voltage between the probes 
do not depend on the presence of ohmic contacts and 
turn out to be the same as in an infinite sample, provi
ded the distance from the probes to the contacts is equal 
to several diffusion lengths at Ln » Ld. When Ld 
>> Ln, this distance must be not several times Ld, but 
larger than L1 = Da/va « Ln; in this case the diffusion 
term in (4) is smaller than Dan'/L1, i.e., is smaller 
than the drift term van'. This follows formally from the 
fact that when Ld » Ln and L » L1 (9) coincides with 
the Green's function for an infinite sample in the seg
ment (-L, L), when 11 and ~ are separated from± L by 
L1. 

Putting L- "",we obtain from (13) 

2 liNd' 1 [ PI-P2 1 (!J.Nd )ro=--Re ----+--e-'P•d 
nDa (Pi- Pz) P1P2 2p12d 

+-1-ezp,d_~(-1 + _!__)] 
2pz2d 2d P12 pz2 • 

(22) 

Let us consider two cases. 
1. Slow drift Ld « Ln. When the probes are close 

together, 2d « Ln, there are two characteristic fre
quencies v and W3 = Da/d2• If w » w3, then (22) differs 
from the corresponding result of section 2 in that L is 
replaced by d and a coefficient 1/2 is added. 

When v « w « w3 we have (.AN~)w = .t.Nad/1r-./Daw, 
and when w « v we have (.ANalw = .ANad/~ 

In the case of large distances between the probes, 
the fluctuations in the region of the diffusion noise differ 
from those calculated in item 1 of section 2 in that L is 
replaced by d and a coefficient 2 is added. 

2. Rapid drift and remote probes Ld » Ln and 
d >> L1. When d « Ld and w << wo, the fluctuations are 
the same as in item 4 of Sec. 2, and when w >> wo they 
are half as small (with L replaced by d). 

3. Dependence of fluctuations on the coordinate xo of 
the center of the interval between the probes. In the 
case of slow drift and large distance between the probes, 
if w » 2v(d/Ln) 2 , then the noise at xo = ± (L -d) is half 
again as large as noise deep in the sample. When the 
probes are close together and w << w3, the noise at the 
contact is white. When w >> Da/d2 , the noise at the con
tact is twice as large than inside the sample. When 
Ld » Ln and d » Da/va, the noise at the contact differs 
from the noise in the interior only if w » wo, when it is 
twice as large at the contact. 
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